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Where Insider Information it's a meme 
Democratizing opportunity, Demystifying influence. 
 
Website: http://www.pepelosi.fun 
 
Whitepaper: http://www.pepelosi.fun/whitepaper.pdf 
 
Twitter (X): https://twitter.com/PePelosiCoin 
 
Telegram: https://t.me/pepelosicoin 
 
BUY NOW: 
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Executive Summary: 
Pepelosi is an innovative cryptocurrency and memecoin built on the Solana blockchain, 
leveraging this network's efficiency and speed. Our mission is to combine the inherent 
humor of memecoins with solid tokenomics and total transparency to create a unique 
project that entertains and provides real value to its users. 
 
Introduction: 
In a market saturated with traditional investment options and generic cryptocurrencies, 
Pepelosi emerges as a fresh breeze: a coin that doesn’t take itself too seriously, yet 
takes transparency and holder benefits very seriously. 
 
Technology and Platform: 
Pepelosi is built on the Solana blockchain, known for its high transaction speeds and 
low fees. Using the SLP (Solana Liquidity Pool) token standard, Pepelosi ensures fast 
and secure transactions for all its users. 
 
Tokenomics: 
 
• Liquidity Pool (80%): This high percentage ensures robust market liquidity, reducing 
the risk of excessive volatility. Tokens allocated here will be burned, ensuring a limited 
circulating supply and aiding in long-term token value appreciation. 
 
• Marketing (5%): Funds designated for marketing will be used to promote Pepelosi 
across various channels, ensuring consistent adoption and brand recognition. 
 



 
• Burn (10%): In addition to the Liquidity Pool burn, an additional 10% will be burned to 
further reduce the total supply and increase value for token holders. 
 
• Developers (5%): This percentage is allocated as a reward to the team for their 
ongoing work and dedication to the project. This also ensures that the team remains 
motivated to improve and maintain Pepelosi. 
 
• Ownership Revoked: To ensure trust in our project, token contract ownership will be 
revoked, meaning no arbitrary changes can be made to the token by the initial team. 
 
• Non-Mintable: To protect against inflation and ensure supply predictability, Pepelosi 
will not be mintable once created. 
 
Strategy and Future Vision: 
Pepelosi is not just a memecoin; it is a statement, a movement towards greater 
transparency and fairness in the cryptocurrency space. We will detail our roadmap and 
future milestones we aim to achieve. 
 
Roadmap 
 
Stage 1 
 
Grow our Community 
 
List on Coingecko: Update: We have already made the request 
 
List on Coinmarketcap: Update: We have already made the request 
 
List on Jupiter 
 
$1.000.000 of marketcap 
 
Marketing action #1: List on 15 telegram channels of memes and gems for post and pin 
(community vote on X Twitter Pepelosi) and update info on DexTools and Dexscreener 
 
Marketing action #2: hire influencers for PEPELOSI  
 
Stage 2 
 
$2.000.000 of marketcap 
 
Marketing action #3: Show memes with sarcastic humor of PEPELOSI on the screens 
of Time Square to vindicate cryptocurrencies, their transparency and equal 



 
opportunities.  Target: campaign 4 times a week for 6 months. We will create some 
options, you can help if you want and community vote on X Twitter Pepelosi 
 
Marketing action #4: Start a marketing on Social Networks for 6 months on X Twitter. 
We will create some ads, you can help if you want and community vote on X Twitter 
Pepelosi 
 
 
 
 
Stage 3 
 
$5.000.000 of marketcap 
 
Marketing action #5: Continuos with marketing on Social Networks for 6 months on X 
Twitter. We will create some ads, you can help if you want and community vote on X 
Twitter Pepelosi 
 
Marketing action #6: hire influencers for PEPELOSI for new videos 
 
Stage 4 
 
$10.000.000 of marketcap 
 
CEX Listing 
 
Marketing action #7: Show memes with sarcastic humor of PEPELOSI on the screens 
of Time Square to vindicate cryptocurrencies, their transparency and equal 
opportunities. Target: campaign 4 times a week for 6 months. We will create some 
options, you can help if you want and community vote on X Twitter Pepelosi 
 
Marketing action #8: hire influencers for PEPELOSI for new videos 
 
Stage 5 
 
Expand actions to grow our community with YOU! 
 
 
Conclusion: 
Pepelosi stands as more than a memecoin; it is an effort to bring fun and transparency 
back into the world of cryptocurrencies. We invite you to join us on this exciting journey. 


